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Intersubunit Cooperativity in the NMDA Receptor
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also fade dramatically, although this can be avoidedInstituto Cajal
by increasing the amount of glycine in the extracellularConsejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı´ficas
environment (Lerma et al., 1990; Mayer et al., 1989).28002 Madrid
This phenomenon has been called glycine-dependentSpain
desensitization, and an analysis of the dose response
curves for glycine has revealed that strength of glycine
for potentiating the peak is nearly 3-fold higher than thatSummary
of the steady state response (Lerma et al., 1990; Vyklicky
et al., 1990). As such, the addition of glycine to theOpening of the NMDA receptor channel requires si-
perfusion medium dramatically enhances steady statemultaneous binding of glutamate and glycine. Al-
responses to the application of NMDA or glutamatethough the binding sites for each agonist are in differ-
(Johnson and Ascher, 1987; Kleckner and Dingledine,ent subunits, the presence of one agonist influences
1988; Lerma et al., 1990; Mayer et al., 1989). Althoughthe binding of the other. We have localized regions in
a reduction in desensitization was postulated to be thethe S1 binding domain of both subunits required for the
only cause of sustained NMDA receptor activity, it hastransmission of allosteric signals from the glutamate
been demonstrated that glycine is also an absolute re-binding NR2A subunit to the glycine binding NR1 sub-
quirement for receptor activation, acting as a coagonistunit. Three-dimensional modeling indicates that these
(Kleckner and Dingledine, 1988; Lerma et al., 1990). In-segments are not directly involved in ligand binding,
terestingly, diverse forms of NMDA receptor desensiti-but likely form solvent-accessible loops protruding out
zation are differently observed in receptors containingof the binding pocket, making them suitable to relay
different subunits (Monyer et al., 1992; Medina et al.,interactions between adjacent subunits. Thus, these
1995; Krupp et al., 1996), suggesting that each type ofsegments mediate negative allosteric coupling be-
desensitization has distinct molecular determinants.tween the two subunit types that form the NMDA re-
NMDA receptors are heteromers made up of twoceptor.
classes of subunits, NR1 and NR2. The NR1 subunit is
encoded by one gene that yields eight splice variantsIntroduction
(reviewed by Zukin and Bennett, 1995), and carries the
glycine binding site (Hirai et al., 1996; Kuryatov et al.,The importance of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
1994; Lynch et al., 1994; Wafford et al., 1995). The gluta-receptors in synaptic transmission, plasticity, and exci-
mate binding site is located in the NR2 subunit (Ansontotoxicity has been well established. This receptor dis-
et al., 1998; Kendrick et al., 1996; Laube et al., 1997), aplays unusually complicated behavior and its activity is
family of subunits composed of four isoforms (NR2A–2D;modulated by a number of exogenous and endogenous
reviewed by Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994). The com-compounds. During the last few years, much progress
bination of a glycine binding NR1 subunit and distincthas been made in identifying the transmembrane topol-
glutamate binding NR2 subunits yields functional NMDAogy of the subunits and structural elements that regulate
receptors with remarkable differences in both their glu-pharmacology, ion permeation, etc. (reviewed by Ding-
tamate and glycine affinity, and their pharmacology (Ku-ledine et al., 1999). However, other factors that are im-
tsuwada et al., 1992; Laurie and Seeburg, 1994; Monyer
portant for NMDA receptor behavior still remain ob-
et al., 1992). Thus, NR1/NR2C heteromers have a higher
scure.
affinity for glycine than NR1/NR2A heteromers, indicat-
In the continuous presence of glutamate, NMDA re- ing that NR2 subunits either contribute to the glycine
ceptor-mediated currents fade due to a desensitization binding site or differentially modulate glycine binding.
process that is controlled by different mechanisms (re- The molecular mechanisms underlying glycine-depen-
viewed by Mayer et al., 1995). For instance, the elevation dent desensitization have not been established, but it
of intracellular calcium by the activation of NMDA recep- has been postulated that the affinity for glycine is re-
tors produces a reduction in NMDA channel activity duced upon glutamate binding (Benveniste et al., 1990).
(Zilberter et al., 1991; Legendre et al., 1993; Krupp et al., In keeping with this hypothesis, NMDA receptors with
1996) which is mediated by a direct interaction between high affinity for glycine (e.g., NR1/2C) present much less
calmodulin and the receptor (Ehlers et al., 1996). Al- glycine-dependent desensitization than receptors with
though this phenomenon is not considered as bona fide lower affinity (e.g., NR1/2A; e.g., Casado et al., 1996).
desensitization, it is known as calcium-dependent de- The mechanisms and molecular determinants responsi-
sensitization (e.g., Legendre et al., 1993; Vyklicky, 1993; ble for desensitization of glutamate receptors are just
Kyrozis et al., 1995). NMDA receptors also undergo gly- beginning to be understood. Indeed, by studying the
cine-independent desensitization in the presence of a behavior of NR2A and NR2C chimeric subunits, we have
saturating concentration of glycine that is independent shown that glycine-independent NMDA receptor desen-
sitization depends on two separate segments of NR2A
(Krupp et al., 1998; Villarroel et al., 1998). We have used1 Correspondence: lerma@cajal.csic.es
2 These authors contributed equally to this work. this same approach to dissect out the mechanism of
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glycine-dependent desensitization and to test the hy-
pothesis that this phenomenon arises from a negative
allosteric interaction. We found that recombinant NMDA
receptors present a negative cooperativity with respect
to their glutamate and glycine activity. Moreover, we
have identified regions in the N-terminal S1 binding do-
main of both the NR2A and NR1 subunits that seem to
be required for the transmission of allosteric signals
from the glutamate binding NR2A subunit to the glycine
binding NR1 subunit. Thus, these segments probably
mediate a crosstalk between the two subunit types that
form NMDA receptors.
Results
As previously reported, receptors incorporating NR2A
or NR2C subunits present different deactivation rates
upon agonist removal. Similarly, glycine-dependent de-
sensitization is much less marked in NR2C than in NR2A
receptors (e.g., Casado et al., 1996). Given that the chan-
nel closes fast in comparison to the kinetics of agonist
dissociation, current relaxations upon agonist removal
must be directly related to the dissociation rate (Johnson
and Ascher, 1992). As such, the current relaxation may
serve to estimate the differences between NR2 subunits
in their affinity for glutamate and glycine (see Monyer
Figure 1. Localization of Critical Regions for Glycine Affinity in theet al., 1992). Indeed, affinity is inversely related to the
NR2 Subunit
dissociation constant (Colquhoun and Sakmann, 1985;
(A) Typical current responses recorded at 60 mV evoked by 200
Benveniste et al., 1990; Benveniste and Mayer, 1991),
M glutamate in cells preincubated with 20 M glycine. Glycine
and recent studies (Fucile et al., 2000; Jones et al., 1998) was washed out with a solution containing glutamate and 100 M
demonstrate that the EC50 for different agonists of gly- 7,chlorokynurenic (7,Cl-Kyn) to prevent glycine reassociation. Scale
bars represent 200 ms and 5 pA (NR2C) or 175 pA (NR2A). Thecine and GABAA receptors are directly proportional to
current relaxations upon glycine removal are illustrated after beingdeactivation rates. Thus, while the steady state EC50
scaled and superimposed at the bottom. The solid lines are singledepends on the binding and unbinding rates (e.g., Col-
exponential functions fitted to the current decay with the indicated
quhoun, 1998), the kinetics of deactivation in response time constants. (B) Glycine deactivation rate in heteromeric NMDA
to constant concentrations of agonist is a quantitative receptors with chimeric NR2 subunits incorporated. In this and the
following figures, a schematic representation of the chimeric con-parameter to estimate the EC50. Therefore, we measured
structs is shown on the left. The membrane domains are indicatedglycine and glutamate deactivation rates upon the re-
with boxes. The contribution from NR2A and NR2C subunits to eachmoval of one agonist in the presence of the other to
chimera is shown in white and black, respectively. The deactivation
estimate affinity of the agonists. The antagonists 7,Cl- rate was calculated as the inverse of the time constant of the expo-
kynurenic and APV were included to minimize agonist nential function best fitting the current relaxation. Unless otherwise
stated, in this and the following figures, the 95% confidence intervalreassociation. The time constants of the glycine off-
for glycine deactivation rates of the NR2A and NR2C parental recep-relaxations were 135  6 ms (n  6) for heteromers
tors is represented by the vertical shaded columns (n  6 and 7,including the NR2A subunit and 893  44 ms (n  7)
respectively). Each data point represents the mean  SEM (n  3).
for NR2C-containing receptors (Figure 1A). This is in
keeping with the approximately 10-fold higher affinity
for glycine of NR2C-containing receptors as estimated Localization of N-Terminal Segments in NR2A
by radio-ligand binding studies (Honer et al., 1998; Lau- that Determine Glycine Affinity
rie and Seeburg, 1994). To identify which part of the To more accurately define the region of the NR2 subunit
molecule is responsible for this difference, we con- that influences glycine affinity, the N-terminal portion
structed chimeric subunits composed of fragments from was divided into six segments, N1–N6 (Villarroel et al.,
NR2A and NR2C subunits (Villarroel et al., 1998). Chime- 1998). In this series of experiments, glycine-independent
ric NR2A/C receptors that included the N-terminal extra- desensitization was partially eliminated by including the
cellular segment of NR2A displayed a 2A-like glycine four amino acid stretch preceding the first transmem-
deactivation rate, and chimeras that included the first brane domain of NR2C (construct A’; Villarroel et al.,
564 N-terminal residues from NR2C had a 2C phenotype 1998). In some cases and to facilitate making chimeric
(Figure 1B). Therefore, the molecular determinants that constructions, part of the C-terminal had to be removed
control the differences in glycine deactivation rate be- (construct A*). We did not observe any difference in
tween receptors with glutamate bound incorporating deactivation kinetics in A* when compared to A’ con-
NR2A or NR2C subunits must be located in the N-termi- structs. Replacement of the segment N5 caused the
most significant change in glycine dissociation kineticsnal region.
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Figure 2. Glycine Deactivation Kinetics in the Presence of Gluta-
mate for Chimeras Incorporating Different NR2C Segments into a Figure 3. Glutamate Deactivation Kinetics in Chimeric NR2A/NR2C
NR2A Backbone Receptors
(A) Constructs derive from the A’, chimera having a NR2A backbone (A) Deactivation rate was measured upon glutamate washout in the
(in white) with the triple mutation (F553Y/A555P/S556A) to eliminate continuous presence of 20 M glycine (n 4). To prevent glutamate
pre-M1-dependent desensitization (n 3; see Villarroel et al., 1998). reassociation, the competitive antagonist D-(-)-2-amino-5-phos-
The axis at the top left indicates the amino acid boundaries of the phopentanoic acid (D-AP5, 100M) was added to the wash solution.
segment exchanged according to the NR2A sequence. The position The confidence interval for glutamate deactivation rate of the NR2A
of the residues affecting glutamate affinity is marked by dots in the and NR2C parental receptors is represented by the vertical shaded
schematic representation of chimera A’ (Laube et al., 1997). The columns (n  16 and 4, respectively). Each data point represents
presence of segments N2, N3, or N4 from NR2C eliminated the the mean  SEM (n  3). (B) Logarithmic representation of the
remaining faster component of glycine-independent desensitization glycine deactivation rate (in the presence of 200 M glutamate)
(Villarroel et al., 1998). (B) Glycine deactivation rate of chimeras versus glutamate deactivation rate (in the presence of 20M glycine;
combining N-terminal segments in an expanded ordinate axis. In n  3) indicates correlation for some constructs but not for all
this and the following figures, the asterisk indicates chimeras that in mutants. For clarity, each chimera is identified by the segments
addition to the pre-M1 modification, also have a C-terminal deletion. from NR2C exchanged into A*.
This C-terminal deletion had no effect on glycine or glutamate deac-
tivation rates (not shown).
Some of the segments of the N-terminal domain of
NR2A are within the S1 segment that forms part of theboth in an N-terminal NR2A or NR2C background
glutamate binding domain (Armstrong et al., 1998; Stern-(A’[CN5]   467  42 ms, n  4; A’[CN1-4,6]   210  5
Bach et al., 1994). Therefore, we determined whatms, n  4; Figure 2A). The combination of N5 with other
changes these substitutions induced in glutamate affin-N-terminal segments produced the largest impact on
ity by studying the current relaxations after removingglycine deactivation rate. In particular, the exchange of
glutamate from the perfusion fluid (as illustrated in Fig-segment N4 in combination with N2 and N3 was required
ure 1A for glycine, but including APV to avoid glutamateto achieve glycine deactivation rates comparable to
reasociation). As for glycine affinity, segment N5 wasthose of the donor subunit (Figure 2B). These results
necessary but not sufficient to account for the differ-indicate that, although not sufficient, N5 contributes to
ences in the glutamate deactivation rates between NR2Athe differences in glycine unbinding rate between NR2A
and NR2C subunits (Figure 3A), although this segmentand NR2C containing heteromers. We further divided
does play a dominant role. Indeed, in this case, bothN5 into two smaller portions (N5a and N5b). While ex-
N5 and N4 were necessary and sufficient to confer thechanging segment N5b did not affect glycine dissocia-
phenotype of the donor subunit. When different mutantstion (A’[CN5b]   148  5 ms, n  7; not shown), when
were analyzed, most but not all NR2A mutations affectedthe N5a segment was exchanged, an effect similar to
glutamate and glycine affinity similarly (Figure 3B). Inthat of replacing the whole N5 segment was observed
(A’[CN5a]   421  9 ms, n  7; not shown). particular, alterations in the N5a region of the NR2 sub-
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Figure 4. Allosteric Interactions between the Glutamate and Glycine Binding Sites of NMDA Receptors
(A) The examples illustrate the experimental protocol to measure glycine deactivation rate in the absence of glutamate (top corresponds to
A’[CN2], showing faster deactivation in the presence than in the absence of glutamate, i.e., negative cooperativity). Records on the bottom
show equivalent (left) and faster (right) deactivation rate for glycine in the unbound rather than in the glutamate bound receptors, indicating
no apparent and positive cooperativity, respectively. (B) Degree of cooperativity for the different constructs, calculated as the ratio of the
glycine deactivation rates measured in the presence and in the absence of glutamate. Values are Mean  SEM (n  3–11).
units affected both glutamate and glycine binding to a dent desensitization by including segment N2 (or N4 in
one case) of NR2C in combination with the four aminosimilar extent (Figure 3B).
acid stretch preceding the first transmembrane domain
(A’[CN2] or A*[CN2]; Villarroel et al., 1998).Binding of Glutamate to NR2A Subunits Reduces
The dissociation rate of glycine was slower in theGlycine Affinity
absence than in the presence of glutamate (Figure 4A).Our observations indicate that particular domains of
We therefore inferred that glycine affinity is reduced inNR2A subunits influence the properties of NR1 subunits
receptors that have bound glutamate and that a negativein terms of ligand affinity. As a result, we set out to
cooperative phenomenon takes place upon glutamatedetermine whether a cooperative interaction could be
binding. To evaluate the degree of cooperativity in thedemonstrated between the glutamate and glycine bind-
different constructs, we calculated the ratio betweening sites, whether this might be influenced by these
the deactivation rates of glycine measured in the pres-amino-terminal segments, and whether this interaction
ence and absence of glutamate (as summarized in Fig-is important for the phenomenon of glycine-dependent
ure 4B). Modifications in the N5a sequence affecteddesensitization. To estimate the degree of cooperativity,
cooperativity, unveiling a crucial role for this segmentthe glycine deactivation rate was compared in the pres-
in intersubunit interactions. Surprisingly, chimeras thatence and absence of bound glutamate (Figure 4). To
included the whole N-terminal segment of the 2C subunitstudy the dissociation of glycine in the absence of gluta-
showed positive cooperativity between glutamate andmate, we followed a protocol originally described by
glycine sites (Figure 4B). This was unexpected sinceJohnson and Ascher (1992). Briefly, the cell was equili-
receptors containing 2C subunits, like those containingbrated with glycine for at least 10 s, then the glycine
2A subunits, show negative cooperativity (Figure 4B).was washed out in a solution lacking glycine and con-
However, we noted that the replacement of N-terminaltaining the competitive antagonist 7,Cl-kynurenic acid
segments affected the deactivation rates to a greaterto prevent the reassociation of glycine. The cell was
extent in the presence of rather than in the absence ofexposed to this solution for different intervals to achieve
glutamate (i.e., bound rather than unbound receptors).different degrees of dissociation. Finally, a saturating
This differential influence on the dissociation rate ofconcentration of glutamate (in the absence of glycine
either gives rise in some cases to positive cooperativityand in the presence of 7,Cl-kynurenic acid) was applied
and in others to an increase in negative cooperativity.to the cell and the peak current recorded (Figure 4A).
Interestingly, the presence of the N5 segment of eitherSince glycine is an absolute requirement for channel
subunit was still required for cooperativity regardless ofactivation, the amplitude of the current induced upon
the sign.glutamate perfusion should reflect the fraction of recep-
We further replaced unconserved charged residuestors that still maintain bound glycine following its re-
within this segment (see Figure 5A) and found that withinmoval (Johnson and Ascher, 1992). Our measurements
were further facilitated by obviating glycine-indepen- the segment N5a, negative cooperativity was signifi-
Cooperativity in the NMDA Receptor
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Figure 5. Influence of Single Mutations within Segment N5a on Allosteric Interaction between Glutamate and Glycine Binding Sites
(A) Segment N5a in NR2A differs in six residues from NR2C subunit, three of them are charged amino acids (shaded). (B) Mutations of residue
E427 (asterisk in [A]) affected degree of cooperativity to a different extent. Other charged residues were without effect. The vertical line marks
the value observed for the charge-conserved mutation (E427D). (C) Glycine deactivation rates in the presence (open circles; bound) and in
the absence (closed circles; unbound) of glutamate for these single mutants. Points are the Mean  SEM from 3–7 cells. Vertical shaded bars
represent the corresponding 95% confidence intervals of glycine deactivation rates calculated from the A*[CN2] and used as control values
(n  4 and 7, respectively). (D) Recordings, obtained as described in Figure 4, illustrating the lack of cooperativity for E427G and, although
presenting faster deactivation rates, the normal behavior of E420G mutant.
cantly reduced when E427 was replaced with other resi- binding to NR1 subunits. Therefore, we propose that
in the conformational changes that occur upon liganddues. Interestingly, when E427 was replaced by the resi-
due present in NR2C subunits (A*[CN2]E427G mutant), binding at the glutamate NR2 binding site, N5 is required
for the intimate association between NR1 and NR2 sub-cooperativity was completely abolished (Figure 5B). At
this position, charge conservation (E427D) had no effect units.
on unbinding rates and indeed, this change did not
prevent cooperativity (Figures 5B and 5C). In con- Mutations in NR1 Reproduce Properties
of NR2A Mutantstrast, charge neutralization (E427Q) or charge inversion
(E427K) affected the rate of glycine unbinding in gluta- It is clear from the data presented above that the N5a
segment contains determinants (i.e., E427) that makemate bound receptors (Figure 5C), but surprisingly did
not abolish cooperativity in the same way as was ob- the functional interaction between glutamate and gly-
cine binding possible. Since both binding sites reside onserved for E427G mutants, although it was significantly
reduced. The introduction of a G at that position could different subunits, this amino acid stretch may mediate
intersubunit interactions. We wanted to test this hypoth-have induced a distortion of the whole N5a segment in
addition to neutralizing the charge. To test for an effect esis by identifying residues in the glycine binding do-
main of the NR1 subunit that might also be involved inof such a distortion in cooperativity, we mutated the
conserved E420 residue to a G. This mutation remark- this phenomenon. Site-directed mutagenesis has identi-
fied determinants important for glycine binding in bothably accelerated deactivation rates for glycine both in
the absence and presence of glutamate (Figure 5C), but the region preceding the first transmembrane domain
(S1), and the N-terminal portion of the S2 region of NR1,in terms of cooperativity, rather than a decrease we
observed a slight increase. Therefore, it is unlikely that regions that delimit the binding pocket for glycine on
this subunit (Hirai et al., 1996; Kuryatov et al., 1994;abolition of cooperativity by the substitution of E to G
arises just from a simple distortion of the structure. Wafford et al., 1995). We found that a mutation pre-
viously said to affect glycine affinity, K544Q, abolishedThese results strongly support the idea that the two
different binding sites in recombinant NMDA receptors cooperativity in a similar way to the mutation E427G in
NR2A (Figure 6B). We further studied five additionalexhibit negative cooperativity, and that segment N5a is
pivotal for this intersubunit interaction. However, the point mutations in the S1 region proximal to K544 and/
or similar in charge and found that none of them pro-E420G mutation accelerated deactivation rates for gly-
cine both in the absence and presence of glutamate duced the same effect. In particular, the mutation of the
adjacent K543 to Q did not alter the interaction between(Figure 5B). Although this result is difficult to evaluate
in the absence of structural data, it emphasizes the glutamate and glycine binding sites. The replacement
of nearby negatively charged residues was also ineffec-critical role of the NR2 subunit in influencing glycine
Neuron
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Figure 6. Point Mutations in NR1 Affect Allosteric Interactions
(A) Partial amino acid sequence alignment of the NR1 subunit of NMDA receptor and the S1 segment of the AMPA receptor subunit GluR2.
Residues conserved among the two subunits are shaded. The NR1 residues that were analyzed in this study are marked with an arrow over
the sequence alignment. Numbers indicate the first residue of the alignment. The loop 2 and S1-S2 linker regions in the structure of the
binding core of the GluR2 subunit of the homologous ionotropic glutamate AMPA receptor are indicated, as well as the secondary structure
as it appeared in the S1-S2 crystal (gray line for coiled structures, arrow for  strands, and striped box for 	 helixes). (B) Degree of cooperativity
for the different mutants of the NR1a subunit expressed in combination with the chimera A’[CN2]. As in the previous figure, cooperativity was
estimated as the ratio of the glycine deactivation rates measured in the presence and in the absence of glutamate. (C) Glycine deactivation
kinetics in the presence (open circles) and in the absence (closed circles) of glutamate for the different mutants of the NR1a subunit (coexpressed
with the chimera A’[CN2]). The confidence interval for glycine deactivation rates of the combination NR1wt-A’[CN2] in the presence or absence
of glutamate is represented by the vertical shaded columns (n  8 and 7, respectively). (D) In these NR1a mutants, the glutamate deactivation
rate was slightly affected. In every case, each data point represents the mean  SEM (n  4).
tive in abolishing negative cooperativity. Indeed, neu- ratio of 1.49; n 7), mainly due to the fact that affinity for
glycine in the unbound state was remarkably decreasedtralizing the charge of E528 and E545 by replacing them
with Q as well as the change of D552 to N increased (103  3.1 ms of unbinding time constant; n  7), while
with glutamate bound, glycine affinity approached valuesthe degree of negative cooperativity (Figure 6C). Inter-
estingly, E545 when replaced by glycine reproduced the obtained with WT receptors (  154  2.4 ms; n  12).
Although these results do not allow to firmly establishemergent behavior of positive cooperativity (not shown)
seen with some NR2A mutants. In contrast, the mutation an electrostatic interaction between these critical resi-
dues as the mechanism for intersubunit cooperativity,of the negatively charged residue D481, which is rela-
tively close to this stretch (see Figure 6A), while influenc- they point to them as controllers for the intersubunit
interactions, and reveal that single mutations in the gly-ing the glycine deactivation rate, was completely inef-
fective in avoiding the glutamate-induced decrease in cine binding domain of NR1 subunits reproduce pheno-
types similar to those induced by single mutations inglycine affinity (Figure 6B). As was the case for NR2A
point mutants, some mutations in the NR1 subunit also NR2A subunits. Worth mentioning is the possibility that
these segments mediate intrasubunit rather than inter-affected glutamate deactivation rate, although to a vari-
able degree (Figure 6D). This ranged from an increase subunit interactions and that some other structures me-
diate the interactions between subunits.of 30% in the case of D552N to a reduction of 31% for
E545Q.
Having identified single residues with opposite The Glycine-Dependent Desensitization of NMDA
Receptors Partially Depends on Negativecharges that when mutated equally abolished receptor
negative cooperativity, the electrostatic interaction be- Cooperativity between Glutamate
and Glycine Binding Sitestween these two residues appeared as the simplest ex-
planation for intersubunit interference. To support or The existence of negative allosteric interactions be-
tween glutamate and glycine binding is compatible withdeny this hypothesis, we measured glycine deactivation
rate in the presence and in the absence of glutamate in the existence of a form of NMDA receptor desensitiza-
tion that is reduced and eventually occluded as the gly-receptors made of both charge reversal mutants, i.e.,
NR1K544E plus A*[CN2]E427K, in the hope that the elec- cine concentration increases (i.e., glycine-dependent
desensitization; Lerma et al., 1990; Mayer et al., 1989).trostatic interaction between these two residues, if it
exists, should remain in this hybrid receptor. However, It has been postulated that glycine-dependent desensi-
tization results from a reduction in glycine affinity uponrather than preserving negative cooperativity, these mu-
tations changed it into slightly positive (deactivation rate glutamate binding, leading to the dissociation of glycine
Cooperativity in the NMDA Receptor
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Figure 7. Glycine-Dependent Desensitization in NR2A/2C Chimeras
(A) Plot of the glycine-dependent desensitization rate versus glycine deactivation rate (n  4). Chimeras that showed no cooperativity are
represented by empty circles, whereas chimeras showing negative cooperativity are indicated by filled circles. In these experiments, the
glycine concentration was 0.2 M for A*[CN2] and A’[CN1-3,6], 2 M for A*[CN2]E420G, and no added glycine for the remaining constructs. The
dotted line is the expected relationship according to the cooperativity model of desensitization. (B) Glycine-dependent desensitization was
present in responses to a 3 s fast application of 200 M glutamate (in the continuous presence of glycine at the indicated concentration) in
a chimera with negative cooperativity. The amplitude of the peak current at low glycine is indicated by the arrow and over an expanded time
scale in the inset. (C) Glycine-dependent desensitization in a chimera with no apparent cooperativity. Contaminating glycine (i.e., non with
added glycine; Casado et al., 1996; Lerma et al., 1990) was sufficient to support receptor activation in this construct due to its high affinity (i.e.,
with no added Gly). The inset on the right shows responses normalized and superimposed. (D) In this mutant, glycine occluded desensitization in
a dose-dependent manner. (E) Desensitization was still present at low glycine (0.1 M) in chimeras showing positive cooperativity. The
recording corresponds to the expression of A*[CN4-5]  NR1D481N. As in other cases, a slight increase in glycine concentration (0.2 M)
produced a slow increase in current upon glutamate perfusion, probably reflecting the reequilibration of glycine subsequent to the affinity
increase.
at subsaturating concentrations (Benveniste et al., 1990; sensitization. To overcome this problem, we coex-
pressed this chimera with the NR1 subunit containingLerma et al., 1990). Consistent with this model, we found
that at low glycine concentrations, the desensitization the D481N mutation as this mutation produces a 13-
fold reduction in glycine affinity (see Figure 6C; Waffordrate tended to equate to the glycine deactivation rate
measured in the presence of glutamate, regardless of et al., 1995). Interestingly, as the allosteric model pre-
dicted, the chimeras showing positive cooperativity de-the apparent affinity for glycine conferred by the hybrid
NR2 subunit (Figures 7A and 7B). However, we also veloped a slow increase in current upon glutamate per-
fusion at low glycine (0.2 M; Figure 7E), probably as afound that a negative allosteric interaction between glu-
tamate and glycine sites was insufficient to explain gly- result of the re-equilibration of glycine binding. However,
current fading was apparent when the concentration ofcine-dependent desensitization since a clear current de-
cay was still present in chimeric receptors in which glycine was lowered to 0.1 M.
The possibility still exists that the absence of a changeglutamate did not affect the glycine deactivation rate
(Figures 7A and 7C). In these constructs, glycine re- in deactivation rate upon glutamate binding would not
reflect a change in glycine affinity. Thus, we tried toduced the degree of desensitization in a dose-depen-
dent manner (Figure 7D). In addition, the availability of determine whether or not any change in the on rate of
glycine occurred. Although the low level of expressionchimeric subunits with aberrant positive cooperativity
(e.g., A*[CN4-5]) allowed us to test this hypothesis more of some constructs caused difficulties in measuring the
binding rate at several concentrations of glycine in thedirectly. Given the high affinity of chimera A*[CN4-5] for
glycine, the normal contaminating levels of this amino absence of glutamate, we calculated the on rate at 0.6
M glycine in the chimera A’[CN2]E427G, which did notacid (30–50 nM as measured by HPLC) were in principle
enough to completely occlude glycine-dependent de- present cooperativity but still presents glycine-depen-
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dent desensitization. In the presence of glutamate, gly- point mutation (E427 to Q, K, or G) is enough to reduce
or abolish negative cooperativity indicates that this iscine activated the current following a single exponential
not an artificial result but an intrinsic behavior of NMDAof 113  1.6 ms (n  3). In the absence of glutamate,
receptors conferred by specific domains in the NR2Athe exponential was 116  12.6 ms, suggesting that, at
subunit.least for this construct, lack of cooperativity was prop-
We have evaluated the significance of our data byerly revealed by the lack of change in the deactivation
modeling the glutamate binding core of the NR2A sub-rate.
unit (Figure 8). Ionotropic glutamate receptors have aTaken together, a plausible explanation for these ob-
modular structure composed of four domains (Figureservations is that a reduction in the glycine affinity upon
8B; Paas, 1998; Wo and Oswald, 1995). The initial extra-glutamate binding is not the only factor responsible for
cellular 400 amino acids constitute the N-terminal do-glycine-dependent desensitization, although under nor-
main (NTD), which is followed by the bi-lobed bindingmal conditions it may be predominant. Thus, these re-
domain. The two lobes are connected via two strandssults suggest the existence of a truly desensitized state
that act as a hinge and are formed by two segments ofof the NMDA receptor, which is negatively modulated
about 150 amino acids (S1 and S2). The channel is lo-by glycine.
cated between S1 and S2, and the M4 transmembrane
segment links S2 to the intracellular C-terminal domainDiscussion
(Stern-Bach et al., 1994). Relating this to the recently
solved structure for the S1-S2 domain of GluR2 AMPAUsing chimeras of NMDA receptor subunits, we have
subunit (Armstrong et al., 1998; Armstrong and Gouaux,confirmed that negative allosteric coupling exists be-
2000), the NR2A S1-S2 domain can be modeled. As atween glutamate and glycine binding sites of NMDA
result, segment N5 would be situated in a region of lobereceptors. NR2 subunits, known to contain the gluta-
I (Domain I in Figure 8) out of the binding pocket andmate binding site, affect the properties of glycine bind-
therefore unlikely to be directly involved in ligand bind-ing to the other subunit type that makes up the NMDA
ing (see Figure 8C). However, it should be noted thatreceptor, NR1. Indeed, coexpression of NR1 subunit
the secondary structure of N5 segment could not bewith NR2A or NR2C produces receptors with markedly
predicted using this approach since most of this seg-different glycine affinities. Therefore, a steric interaction
ment is specific to NMDA receptors subunits, and it isbetween NR2 and NR1 subunits must exist that modu-
not present in other glutamate receptors such as AMPAlates glycine affinity. Although the use of chimeras will
or kainate receptors subunits (Figure 8A). Regardless ofonly reveal the role of domains that are different between
the final structure, this portion of the protein may beeach NR2 subunit, it is clear that the regions of NR2
capable of realizing a considerable movement relativethat determine the affinity for glycine are localized in
to lobe II (Domain II in Figure 8) upon ligand binding. Inthe N-terminal domain, at least for the receptor with
the case of a distantly related bacterial glutamine bind-bound glutamate. Our results illustrate that the replace-
ing protein, this movement has been estimated to ex-ment of stretches in this domain (segments N2 through
ceed 10 A˚ (Sun et al., 1998). This region also corresponds
N5) is sufficient to confer upon a receptor containing the
to the shorter loop 1 of the binding core of the homolo-
chimeric construct the properties of the donor subunit
gous ionotropic glutamate AMPA receptor (Figure 8A)
in terms of glycine deactivation kinetics. Within these
and may be involved in intersubunit contacts (Armstrong
segments, the 48 amino acid long N5 was particularly et al., 1998). Although we do not know which step of
efficient in imposing NR2C glycine affinity to a NR2A the activation process (ligand binding, ligand-trapping,
subunit backbone (Figure 2). This N5 stretch is within the or channel gating) is responsible for the allosteric inter-
S1 segment, which forms part of the glutamate binding action, it should be recognized that loop 1 is strategically
domain and as such, its replacement also affected gluta- located to transmit to neighboring subunits the confor-
mate affinity. The most important determinants for the mational changes that result from ligand binding.
particular glutamate binding properties of each subunit If, as postulated, a physical movement of NR2A do-
seem to be within N4 and N5 since those chimeras mains leads them to interact with NR1 domains and
containing these two segments responded as the donor reduces glycine affinity, then it should be possible to
subunit (Figure 3). find residues in the NR1 subunit with which NR2 do-
The affinity of NMDA receptors for glycine is not invari- mains may interact. As such, mutations in this domain
able, but glutamate binding to the NR2A subunit causes should result in a similar behavior as that induced by
a change in receptor affinity for glycine; in others words, the NR2A mutations. We found that the mutation of
that there is negative cooperativity between the two K544 to Q in NR1 also abolishes the reduction of glycine
binding sites. This result supports the suggestion of affinity upon glutamate binding (i.e., negative coopera-
Benveniste et al. (1990) (see also Benveniste and Mayer, tivity). Interestingly, neutralization of the adjacent nega-
1991) but contradicts the results obtained from binding tive charges E545 or E528, by replacing them with a
experiments where positive cooperativity between the Q, and D552 with N, produces an increase in negative
binding of NMDA and glycine was seen (Kemp and Lee- cooperativity, as if the absence of this negative charge
son, 1993; Lester et al., 1993; Priestley and Kemp, 1994). nearby facilitates the intersubunit interaction. In addi-
Some functional experiments have failed to detect any tion, the mutation E545G, which we would expect to
cooperativity between these two sites (Johnson and induce structural perturbations, was able to reproduce
Ascher, 1992), probably due to the desensitization of the phenomenon of positive cooperativity (not shown)
NMDA receptors that might obscure differences in gly- observed when segments N4 and N5 were substituted
in an NR2A backbone (Figure 4B). Although an exactcine deactivation kinetics. However, the finding that a
Cooperativity in the NMDA Receptor
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Figure 8. Molecular Model of the Binding Core of NR2A and NR1 Subunits
(A) Partial amino acid sequence alignment of the NMDA receptor subunits and the AMPA receptor subunit GluR2. Residues conserved between
NR2A and NR2C subunits are in blue, and are boxed when conserved among the four NR2 subunits. Those in blue in the GluR2 sequence
denote identity with NR2 subunits. None of the residues in this region make direct contact with glutamate in the structure of the S1-S2-GluR2
AMPA receptor binding core, although the residue shaded in black may interact with specific ligands. Glutamate residue 427 in NR2A is
highlighted in yellow. (B) Schematic representation of the topology of a glutamate receptor subunit. The N-teminal domain (NTD) is indicated
in gray. The glutamate binding pocket is formed by two domains. Domain I is formed by the S1 segment (red) and part of the S2 segment
(blue). Domain II is formed by part of the S2 segment. (C and D) Three-dimensional model of the ligand binding domain of NR2A (C) and NR1
(D) based on the structure of S1-S2-GluR2 bound to glutamate for NR2A and the apo structure for NR1 (Protein Data Bank ID codes: 1FTJ
for NR2A and 1FTO for NR1). In (C), residues equivalent to those in direct contact with glutamate in the crystal of GluR2 are represented as
balls. The segment N5 has been detached from the overall structure given the uncertainty of its 3D structure (from F416 to E448). Within this
segment, E420 and E427 are represented as sticks. In (D), those residues in which mutations induce a change in glycine affinity (see Kuryatov
et al., 1994) are represented as balls, while K544 and E545 have been represented as sticks. The loop containing these residues has been
detached from the structure to denote the uncertain 3D structure. The NR2 and NR1 sequences were obtained from the Gene Data Bank. To
generate the models, S1-S2 sequences of NR2A and NR1 were aligned with S1-S2 sequence of GluR2 using the the Megalign routine of
DNAstar program and further optimized manually. Gaps were introduced into either sequence to obtain an optimal alignment. Model construction
was performed by the Swiss-Model server (http://www.expasy.ch/spdbv/mainpage.html; Guex and Peitsch, 1997). The model was returned
from the server in the form of pdb files.
description of interaction among one and another sub- 2001). Data from mutational analysis lead to estimate
that a decrease in glycine affinity may result from alter-unit residues is still forthcoming, we think that these
results strongly support that idea that NR2A and NR1 ations in the tertiary structure induced by a disruption
of hydrogen bonds in the hinge region (Hirai et al., 1996).subunits interact upon agonist binding and that residues
within N5a of NR2A (e.g., E427) and particular NR1 resi- It is not unreasonable to think that the interaction be-
tween segment N5a from NR2A and this loop from NR1dues (e.g., K544) play a significant role in modulating
the affinity of glycine. upon glutamate binding may produce a decrease in gly-
cine affinity due to a distortion of the hydrogen bondGlutamate and glycine binding sites appear to be re-
markably similar in their overall structure. Therefore, it is network at the hinge. The hypothesis that the glycine
affinity is lowered by neutralizing this or other positivealso possible to model the glycine binding site following
available 3D structure for S1-S2 AMPA receptor binding charges is indicated by the fact that the elimination of
K544 (K544Q or K544E mutants) renders receptors thatdomain (Figure 8D). In this model, again, most of the
loop harboring residues important for cooperativity has constitutively show an increased deactivation rate (i.e.,
reduced affinity for glycine in the glutamate unboundnot a counterpart in AMPA receptors. Therefore, its
three-dimensional structure is difficult to predict. How- receptor; Figure 6C). A similar rationale could explain
the results observed after mutating E545, E528, or D552ever and consistent with our interpretation, K544 does
not appear to form part of the glycine binding core. in NR1 in that the elimination of these negative charges
further decreased the affinity for glycine of bound recep-Rather, it is located in the vicinity of a segment that
has been recently proposed to form part of the hinge tors and therefore cooperativity (Figure 6). In contrast,
neutralization of D481, a residue close to K544 in primary(residues 108–128 in S1-S2 GluR2; Mendieta et al.,
Neuron
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structure but that is located further away in the 3D model of the two binding domains. Therefore, keeping to-
(Figure 8D), does not affect cooperativity while having gether, these results raise the interesting view that sev-
a profound influence on glycine affinity (Wafford et al., eral types of desensitization of NMDA receptors are
1995; see Figure 6C). It seems possible that this phe- caused by an allosteric interaction between different
nomenon is more complex than we might at first imagine receptor binding sites and that allosteric interaction be-
and that there are other domains involved in addition tween receptor domains seems to be a general and
to N5 in NR2A and the residue K544 in NR1. fundamental mechanism of regulation in NMDA re-
A dimer crystal structure has been recently solved for ceptors.
GluR2 S1-S2 constructs (Armstrong and Gouaux, 2000).
Experimental ProceduresThe observed dimer contacts are on a different face of
the protein far from loop 1, leaving the role of loop 1 in
Construction of Chimeric Subunits and Point MutationsNR2A subunit to subunit interactions in an intact NMDA
The cDNAs of NR1a, NR2A, NR2C (a generous gift of S. Nakanishi),
receptor uncertain. However, it is worth noting that for and the different chimeras were inserted into eukaryotic CMV pro-
the NR1 subunit, the region where K544 is located is moter-containing plasmids or pMT2-derived expression vectors.
close to one of the predicted zones of interaction, i.e., Most chimeras were generated by exchanging restriction fragments
between cDNA sequences of the appropriate parental cDNA, as19 amino acids downstream of helix D (Armstrong et
previously described (Villarroel et al., 1998). The restriction sitesal., 1998; see Figure 6A). While we must await the crystal-
used were already present or were generated by a PCR-based strat-lization of the binding pockets of different NR subunits,
egy using BioTools thermostable polymerase (Villarroel and Re-
these data will be extremely useful to understanding the galado, 1997). Starting from the first methionine of NR2A, the bound-
crystal structures of NR1 and NR2 complexes. Mean- aries of the exchanged N-terminal segments were N1:1–220,
while, we find it particularly interesting that mutations N2:221–343, N3:344–384, N4:385–415, N5:416–464, and N6:465–552
(Villarroel et al., 1998). The boundaries of other segments wereof different residues in distinct subunits have the same
N2c:308–343, N4b:391–400, N5a:415–434, and N5b:435–463. Pointeffect on receptor behavior and that these residues coin-
mutations were introduced by using the PCR overlap extensioncide with oppositely charged amino acids.
method or QuickchangeTM site-directed mutagenesis kit (Strata-A consequence of these observations is the possibility
gene). The PCR fragments were all fully sequenced. The mutants
to use this mechanism of modulation and the domains NR1aD481N and NR1aK544Q (Wafford et al., 1995) were a gift from
involved as targets for new drugs. Compounds that in- P. Whiting. All the sequences are numbered according to the whole
teract with these domains may be useful to up- or down- protein, including the signal peptide.
regulate NMDA receptor activation, and may prove help-
Cell Cultureful for controlling Ca2 loading of neurons during brain
HEK-293 cells were grown in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetalinjury. The glycine concentration around the NMDA re-
calf serum (Gibco BRL), 1% glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomy-ceptor seems to be limited by colocalized glycine trans-
cin (Sigma), and maintained in a humidified incubator at 37
C and
porters. Although the concentration of glycine is not 5% CO2. HEK-293 cells were transfected by electroporating the
saturating in some brain areas (Berger et al., 1998; Berg- cDNAs for NR1-1aX/NR2X/Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP-E65T)
eron et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1992; Thomson et al., in a 4:4:1 ratio. Cells were seeded in plastic Petri dishes containing
2 ml of medium and after 3–5 hr, the medium was replaced with a1989), in others, it may be so (Kemp and Leeson, 1993).
glutamine-free medium containing 7,Cl-kynurenic (100 M; TocrisTherefore, while the physiological importance of these
Neuramin) to prevent NMDA-receptor-mediated cell death.intersubunit interactions would depend greatly on the
glycine concentration around the receptor, modulating
Electrophysiology
the cooperativity effect would affect in one or another HEK-293 cells were recorded 1 day after transfection. Currents acti-
way its activity. vated by glutamate (200 M, Sigma) in the presence of glycine (20
In summary, residues in the NR2A subunit, outside M, Sigma) were measured at 60 mV in the whole-cell configura-
tion of the patch-clamp technique using an EPC7 amplifier. Thethe glutamate binding pocket, influence both glutamate
borosilicate glass electrodes had resistances of 3–6 M and theand glycine binding affinities. An important property of
series resistance was compensated by 30%–60% when the currentthe N5a segment is that it is sufficient to change the
responses exceeded 400 pA. Solutions were delivered using a fastglycine affinity and necessary to transmit the influence
perfusion system (Lerma et al., 1998). One or two exponential func-
on glycine binding of N-terminal regions of the glutamate tions were fitted to the off current relaxation, and the weighted mean
binding subunit. In other words, segment N5 (eventually time constant was evaluated as w  Afast * fast  Aslow * slow, where
the shorter N5a) funnels the allosteric influences of other A is the relative amplitude of the exponential component. The
weighted mean off rate was taken as the inverse of the weightedregions of the NR2 subunit toward the NR1 subunit, and
mean time constant. The extracellular solution was (in mM) 160represents a new site for allosteric modulation of NMDA
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 glucose, 10 HEPES, and 0.02 glycinereceptors. Likewise, the determination of residues in the
(pH 8.4 with NaOH; 325 mOsM). An alkaline pH was used to evokeNR1 subunit that could interact with N5a segment in
larger currents. The intracellular solution was (in mM) 126 CsCH4SO3,NR2 subunit sheds light on possible mechanisms by 10 CsCl, 5 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, 10 EGTA, and 10 HEPES (pH 7.3 with
which the NR2 and NR1 subunits interact and influence CsOH; 310 mOsM). All data are presented as mean standard error
each other. (n  number of experiments).
While the present manuscript was under review, a
Measurement of Glycine Off Rate in the Absencepaper appeared showing that the fast component of
of GlutamateNMDA receptor glycine-independent desensitization
After preincubating in 5 M glycine, glycine was removed with a(see Krupp et al., 1998 and Villarroel et al., 1998) reflects
wash solution that included 7,Cl-kynurenic acid (5 M) to prevent
binding of ambient zinc to the extracellular zinc site after glycine reassociation. The rate of glycine dissociation was measured
binding of glutamate (Zheng et al., 2001). A number of by estimating the population of receptors with glycine bound at
evidences indicated that binding of glutamate increases different time points. In order to do this, responses were evoked by
the application of 200 M glutamate (plus 7,Cl-kynurenic acid andzinc affinity through an intrasubunit allosteric interaction
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no added glycine). The evoked current reached a peak and declined PdbViewer: an environment for comparative protein modeling. Elec-
trophoresis 18, 2714–2723.following a time course similar to the one observed using the proto-
col described in Figure 1. Glycine-independent desensitization was Hirai, H., Kirsch, J., Laube, B., Betz, H., and Kuhse, J. (1996). The
absent in all the chimeras analyzed (see text), except for CA564, which glycine binding site of the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor subunit
expressed the pre-M1-dependent component of desensitization NR1: identification of novel determinants of co-agonist potentiation
(Villarroel et al., 1998). The plot of the peak current versus the time in the extracellular M3-M4 loop region. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA
interval of glutamate application was fitted to a mono-exponential 93, 6031–6036.
function to calculate the glycine off rate in the absence of glutamate.
Hollmann, M., and Heinemann, S. (1994). Cloned glutamate recep-
tors. Annu. Rev. Neurosci. 17, 31–108.
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